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Home page leads to introduction page for each presentation of the 8 periods of science history
(see contents below).
Introduction pages include pictures of representative scientists of the period.
Clicking the scientist name display a pictorial summary page of the scientist contributions.

The file includes historical presentations of sciences of the following periods:

Introduction
1. ancient and Classic world, till the 5th century.
	a)  Medicine and Biology	
	b)  Chemist	 
	c)  Mechanic 	 
	d)  Optics
	e)  Astronomy 
	f)   Numbers 
	g)  Geometry      
	h) Algebra  
	i)  Summary
2. Middle Ages: 6-15th centuries.
3. Renaissance: 16th century.
4. Age of Reason: 17th century.
5. Age of Enlightenment: 18th century.
6. Romantic age: 19th century.
7. Technological age: 20th century.
8. Digital age: 21st century.

These presentations are not science text books, but a concise collection of scientists and their inventions.
The list of scientists are ordered mostly chronologically for each subject, However, repetitions are unavoidable for contributions to mo than one subject, emphasizing that science progression is not linear.
Many pictures and diagrams are included to visually memorize the material.
These presentations are not self-contained but may be used as starting point to guide further reading of subject of interest.  
The main goal of this material is to present science history as a story about scientists, the problems they were occupied with and the flow of accumulated knowledge within the interdisciplinary fields of science and technology. 
Much of the material was collected using Wikipedia, a wonderful medium also to expand information on a subject.

Last, due to files size, the presentations are in PDF format, and does not display movies.
I would love to share the original PPTX Power Point format upon request.
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